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Qualifications that meet the funding condition on the 
provision of maths and English 
The list of qualifications that meet the funding condition on the provision of maths and English is 
now kept up to date on the Learning Aim Reference Service (LARS) using the validity categories 
EFAConFundEnglish and EFAConFundMaths.  
You can access LARS on the hub. 
To return a list of qualifications that meet the condition of funding, simply select either “English 
qualification validity for EFA Funding condition”, “Maths qualification validity for EFA 
Funding condition” or both and click on the search button. 
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This will return all qualifications meeting the criteria and show the effective from date (From), the 
last date for new starts (LDNS) and the effective to date (To). For the qualification to count for the 
condition of funding, the students start date on the qualification must fall between the effective from 
date and the last date for new starts. 
 
 
 
If you wish to search for a specific qualification to determine whether or not it meets the condition of 
funding, use the keyword or code search to find the qualification then click on its title in the search 
results. 
 
 
This will return the qualification details. Click on the Funding tab where you will find all validity 
categories applicable to the qualification displayed. Using the check boxes in the view section and 
the filter view button, you can display only those categories you are interested in. 
The effective from date (Start Date) and the last date for new starts (Last Date For New Start) are 
displayed in the details for each validity category. 
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LARS can also be downloaded as a Microsoft Access database from the downloads page. 
The EFACONFUNDMATHS and EFACONFUNDENGLISH validity categories can be found in the 
Core_LARS_Validity table in the ValidityCategory field alongside the StartDate and 
LastNewstartDate. 
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